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I believe in 'Making Work My Signature'.
What can be more satisfying than finishing the year with
a motivational session. Work is a blessing and it's never
too much. I would like to thank all my clients and
participants for continuous trust on Possiblers.
Welcome 2020. Wishing you all a very happy new year.

Life is all about Purpose & People.
We all know that no one ever
achieved any exceptional success
without people. So this 2020;
connect with more people.
Connect better in whatever they
do. Let’s create a better tomorrow
for all of us.

We are inviting an
interview, articles and
experiences from Leaders
and HR professionals for
next editions of our
eMagazine. To feature in
connect with
Ratna- 9818653260 I
possiblers@possiblers.com

Glimpses
of the

Month
More then 1100 participants have been
covered in highly customized training
sessions for improving Leadership,
productivity, motivation, change,
communication and employee morale

Our main assets (People) move out of our door every
evening. We need to ensure that they come back every
morning with smile and service attitude. –
Narayana Murthy

‘Empowerment’ & ‘Delegation’; The Four Differences…
Delegation and empowerment: Even though these two words are used
interchangeably yet these are different from a leader's perspective. Here are
the four differences:
1. When you delegate it may have many reasons. You may not want to do it
personally. You may not have time to do it. But when you empower
somebody you have one objective: you want the other person to grow and
become better. So the eagerness to delegate can origin from laziness, lack
of interest or lack of time. But empowerment always comes from a noble
intent to make others better.
2. Delegation is more of a task orientation. When you delegate something to
somebody you focus more on the task and less on the person. When you
empower somebody you focus on the person more and then ensure that
he becomes better. That is why it is always delegation of task and
empowerment of people.
3. In delegation you focus on the completion of the task where as in
empowerment you focus on enabling a person by creating interest as well
as developing required competency. And above all you give power to make
decision and execute without adding unnecessary value.
4. In delegation you empower yourself only; because you get things done
which you otherwise would not have been able to do by yourself. In
empowerment you build the other person first then automatically he
makes you a leader.
Thus first empower your people then
think of delegating; not otherwise.

Tapas Dasmohapatra

Trust
Did anyone break your trust? Did you feel broken
at anytime? Did you feel betrayed or shattered? Is
there any way to come out of it?
You may have heard that, 'You can't fix what has
been broken. Even if you try to glue it back, it will
never be the same'. I humbly would want to
submit that nobody stops us from making it better,
why bother about keeping it same? Why not more
valuable than before?
Someone rejects you, you become shattered. How
about working on yourself and becoming more
valuable and let the person who rejected you
regret his/her decision.
In Japan, they have an art form called Kintsugi in
which breaks and repairs are treated as part of the
object's history. Kintsugi means "golden joinery" in
Japanese. Broken ceramics are carefully mended
by artisans with a lacquer resin mixed with
powdered gold, silver or platinum. The repairs are
visible, yet somehow beautiful. These mended
objects look magnificent and their value gets
enhanced.
Think about it. Every painful experience has
provided us golden deeper insights, wisdom and
strength. We all have a choice, whether we wish to
become wounded or wiser. Do we learn our
lessons after such incidents and become stronger
or ignore the lessons and become victims? "What
doesn't kill me, just makes me stronger.' Think.

Suresh M. Semwal

Expectations from HR

Sandip Grover
The changes in the workplace are happening at
a faster pace than we ever envisaged & HR has
found itself to be at the center of all this. Let’s
examine some of the recent trends.
Employers are becoming much more aware
about the benefits of an empowered employee.
Many of the clients that we are dealing with at
POSSIBLERS are asking for assistance in “Culture
Profiling”, “Succession Planning”, “Building a
talent pipeline”, “Coaching” and running LDPs
(Leadership Development Programs).
The entry of more women/Ex-pats in the work
place has not only impacted the face of the
organization, it has also affected what kind of
trainings and benefits to offer.
Employers are getting into the mode of hiring
more and more of temps and contract
employees. Integrating these new breeds in the
white collared category has its own set of
challenges.
The employees are becoming more mobile.
With better infrastructure, more & more of the
middle/senior level employees are willing to
relocate & maintain a separate home. So how
does HR deal with this – what kind of policies to
be made?
Loyalty to the employer is increasingly becoming
less important as compared to their ability to
give their 100% while in the job. Simultaneously,

employers are also less perturbed while laying
off or closing an operation.
There is a larger focus on understanding what
the end customer requires. DILO or “Day in Life
Of” is a new acronym that was formed to make
employees understand the real requirement of a
customer.
There is a sea change in the way data is being
managed and disseminated. The ability to deal
with data is a super must. With heavy use of
Apps, it is now impossible to have a HR person,
who is not tech-savvy or who is not data- savvy.
Since more and more of companies are
spreading their wings in different locations – the
HR function is expected to provide a one stop
solution instead of having specialists for
different HR domain functions.
We in HR fraternity perhaps need to unlearn &
learn very very quickly as there may not be
another warning bell. So those of us
who have been able to get the message by
understanding the organizational dynamics &
are flexible enough to adapt to the changing
requirements, can be benefitted & can definitely
rise in their careers. For others, I am afraid, the
options are running out rapidly.

“Be Expansive Not Expensive”
Suresh M. Semwal

BELIEFS- THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF OUR LIFE
“Create The Highest, Grandest Vision Possible For Your Life,
Because You Become What You Believe” Oprah Winfrey

Jas K. Bhatia

Investing in self is one of the best gifts you can ever give yourself. Whether it is
investing time, money or any resource you that can.
I recently undertook a 21-day Meditation Course with Deepak Chopra and Oprah
Winfrey. Though it is based on the fundamentals of our existence and living,
beliefs, it provided me with nuances that could easily go unnoticed in the busy
world of today.
We, indeed, are what we believe! Our shaping,
our conditioning. Our learned behaviour, our
environment, our people, our peers- all are
driving us to a life that we are living today and
a life that we would live. Jack Canfield once
said, “You are the average of the five people
you spend maximum time with.” What does he
mean when he say that?
The five people that you spend the most of your time with determine the quality
of your life! The quality of your life is in turn decided by the beliefs that are held
collectively in that group. For example: all around you might believe that honesty
is the best policy and value it above anything else. Cheating and lying for any
reason, whatsoever, will not be acceptable by them. If financial abundance is not
abundant for you and never seems to be in a constant flow in your life, you might
want to consider what beliefs do you hold regarding money! Is it that love and
money can’t go co-exist or is it that money brings in evil or money does not grow
on trees? With limiting beliefs like these, it is almost impossible to make money
and keep it, let alone be financially free!
Beliefs shape our destiny all the time and determine what happens next. A belief
of teams performing well and each person in an organisation gives the best
he/she can, will take the company to great heights where as a belief that love
does not exist will always keep you away from true love!
Think what you believe to be true, for it becomes WHO YOU ARE…

I am learning to love the sound of my feet walking
away from things not meant for me.

Suresh M. Semwal

Is Organizing Workshops :
“Customer Relationship Management”
13th February, 2020, Chandigarh

“Dynamic Leadership, Team Building
& GOAL Setting”
26th February, 2020, Chandigarh

“Selling Techniques”

28th February, 2020, Delhi

Mr. Suresh M. Semwal
(Co-Founder, POSSIBLERS)

Winning With People
29th February, 2020, Gurgaon

Mr. Tapas Dasmohapatra
(Co-Founder, POSSIBLERS)

For More Details Contact :
9717949839 / 9828653260

Very Good English is
not very good English
Instead of using very + another word.
You can always find a single word that’s more
precise, descriptive and elegant.

Examples from A to Z :
Very able = Proficient
Very boring = Tedious
Very confused = Baffled
Very dirty = Filthy
Very easy = Effortless
Very funny = Hilarious
Very glad = Overjoyed
Very happy = Ecstatic
Very interesting = Fascinating
Very joyful = Exuberant
Very kind = Compassionate
Very large = Huge
Very mad = Demented

Very nasty = Obnoxious
Very old = Ancient
Very pain = Excruciating
Very quiet = Hushed
Very rude = Boorish
Very shy = Timid
Very tired = Exhausted
Very ugly = Hideous
Very vicious = Malicious
Very wicked = Evil
Very Xenophobic = Jingoistic
Very young = Juvenile
Very zen = Meditative

For More details and information kindly :
visit our website : possiblesrs.com
Subscribe our you tube channel :
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfjG5V
lvxcQ-qroPDFve6vA?view_as=subscriber
Facebook : @possibler
Instagram: possiblers@possiblers.com

Head Office: D-55,Jor Bagh Lane, New Delhi – 110003
Branch Office: Mumbai | Bangalore | Ahmedabad
Cell No: 9717949839 | 9818653260
Ph. No: 011 - 24626555

